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Dear friends,
the publication of our Annual Report leads us to reflect on what we have done and the
direction we want to go. This report has been drawn up after a particularly tough year,
2020, when the fragile balance governing volunteering was altered.
We must thank all the people that were near us, supporting us all year long. Thanks to
everybody: our sponsors and project partners that proved real solidarity not only
towards IBO but above all to those who really needed help. Thanks to all collaborators
working in Italy or abroad who agreeded to accept layoffs and hardships; the board and
the many volunteers, the trainees and Community Service volunteers that offer their
work “pro-bono”.
In the year 2020 due to the drastic fall in the number of volunteers, the resulting
immobility of projects and the consequent inaction, we had to reconsider IBO’s whole
organisation. We carried on hoping in a change; we started using new methods to
communicate, to work and to understand the needs of a new society closed in on itself.
We did not remain motionless and this allowed us to catch a glimpse of recovery. Aware
of the deeper and deeper inequalities inside the communities, we want to go on acting,
according to Pope Francesco’s invitation to become “peace builders”.
The future belongs to the young, for this reasong we will continue to promote
educational paths to global citisenship. We have to favour acceptance of the others as
part of the same family: the Human one. We have to get used to looking at the world
with different eyes, maybe a refugee’s, suffering, reaching out for some hope. We have
to remember that rights are not a national prerogative but universal.
Find again our emotions, share and participate.
Thank you.
ALBERTO OSTI
The President of IBO Italia - ODV- ETS
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About us

Our mission

IBO Italia is a Non-Governmental Organisation and
ODV-ETS of Christian inspiration. It is engaged in
the field of international cooperation and voluntary
work in Italy and worldwide.

To promote the access to education and training as a
fundamental right of every person and as an
opportunity to change the whole community.
Involve young people in volunteering and sharing
experiences to promote social commitment,
participation and responsibility.

Also known as Associazione Italiana Soci Costruttori
(Italian Builders’ Association), it is part of a network
whose activities began in 1953 with the first work
camps for the reconstruction of WWII refugees’
houses. IBO is the Flemish acronym for International
Bouworde, which means ‘International Building
Members’. IBO Italia has been present in Italy since
1957, it was established as an association in 1968 and
it has been recognised by MAECI as suitable to
operate in the field of international cooperation since
1972. Originally founded in Cognola di Trento, today
IBO Italy has its national headquarters in Ferrara and
branch offices in Parma, Lima (Peru) and Iringa
(Tanzania).

Our values
Volunteering as a choice of social commitment
Solidarity and sharing
The richness of diversity
Work as a tool for growth and emancipation
Respecting people and the environment in a
context of justice, peace and legality
Consistency in one’s daily choices

International Cooperation activities are
aimed at:

Vision - Our dream

Promoting inclusive and high-quality education
with awareness-raising actions, involvement of
families, schools and civil society, and
contributing to the creation of lifelong learning
structures and environments.
Enhancing the skills of teachers, educators and
youth workers through new educational tools and
methodologies, with particular attention to nonformal learning and inclusion of young people
with fewer opportunities.
Encouraging employment and access to decent
work by promoting vocational training.

We dream of a world where everyone can have an
education and training that gives them the freedom
to choose to live both within their own territory and
elsewhere.
We dream of a society in which everyone feels
equally responsible towards others.

OUR
GOALS

The activities of Volunteering in the
World and Commitment in Italy are
designed to:

IBO Italia's
commitment fits
within the overall
framework of the
2030 Agenda for
Sustainable
Development,
particularly with
respect to the goals
related to quality
education (Ob. 4),
reducing inequality
(Ob.10) and
promoting Peace,
Justice and Strong
Institutions (Ob. 16).

Promote international volunteering for young
people and adults as an experience of growth,
active citizenship and social inclusion.
Propose Global Citizenship Education (ECG) paths
in schools and in other educational contexts, in
order to facilitate the knowledge of the causes of
growing economic and social imbalances, and of
the impact of one’s daily choices on global
phenomena.
Spreading the values of volunteerism and of
commitment to their community through
awareness campaigns and good practices of
participation.
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1948 - 1975

The beginning

IBO arrives in Italy

Transformations

In 1948, Father Werenfried Van
Straaten, a Premonstratensian
monk
(nicknamed
Father
Lardo), founded the ‘Aid to the
Priests
of
the
East’
organisation. The organisation
still exists today under the
name ‘Aid to the Church in
Need’.

It was 1957: Father Werenfried
asked
Father
Angelo
Marcandella, a priest of the
Order of the Sacred Hearts the son of Italian immigrants
in Belgium - to promote the
association in Italy.

In 1966, with the help of
Father Angelo, the Pedini Law
is
signed,
authorising
exemption
from
military
service.

In November 1952, Father
Werenfried was asked to set up
an association of volunteers to
begin work on building houses
for war refugees.
In
1953,
Internationale
Bouworde IBO was born with
the first work camp in Munster,
Germany, to build houses for
48 German families displaced
during the Second World War.

In January, the IBO Building
Members
were
born
in
Cognola di Trento.
The secretariat moved from
Trentino
to
Pontenure,
Piacenza in 1962.
On 10 October 1963, part of
Mount Toc fell off the
mountain, causing the water in
the reservoir above the valley
of Longarone to overflow.
IBO volunteers rush to help
with what will be remembered
as the Vajont dam tragedy.

25 March 1957
The
Treaty
of
Rome
establishes the European
Economic Community, the
embryonic form of today’s
European Union.

1968
A large youth protest
movement takes shape in
several countries around the
world, especially in Western
Europe and the United States.
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The first IBO volunteer leaves
for Egypt; while in Italy,
volunteers help to save the
artworks of the library in
Florence after the flooding of
the Arno River.
On the 10th April 1968, the
memorandum of association
and the first statutes were
recorded; IBO volunteers go
to the Belice Valley after the
terrible earthquake.
In 1972, FOCISV was formed in
Rome, of which IBO was a
founder;
IBO
obtained
recognition as an NGO and
became the first association to
carry out an international
cooperation.

October 1973
The rise in the price of crude oil
triggered a serious energy crisis,
with heavy consequences on
industry and consumption all over
the world.
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1976 - 2021

Developments

The beginning

The restart

In 1976, IBO volunteers rushed
to the aid of the people of
Friuli following the severe
earthquake’s tremors in May
and September.

1997, IBO hosts in Ferrara the
first European volunteer in
Italy with the community
program EVS - European
Voluntary Service.

2015: the national branch
office in Parma is inaugurated.
The year is 2016, central Italy
is hit by a devastating
earthquake. Once again IBO is
present.

In 1977, after a brief period of
a few months in Piacenza, the
association moved to Cesate,
Lodi (then in the province of
Milan).

IBO
is
present
for
reconstruction
after
Umbria earthquake.

1980, in Irpinia, alongside
the people affected by the
earthquake.
1983, the headquarters are
moved to Casalpusterlengo
Lodi (then province of Milan).
The national headquarters
moved to Cassana Ferrara, in
1995.

9 November 1989
The Berlin Wall collapses: the
end of communist regimes in
Eastern Europe.

the
the

First trip to Romania that will
lead to the commitment still
active in Panciu.
Another change of location, in
2001, IBO moves to the city
center of Ferrara.
In 2005 the first volunteers in
the Civil Service leave for
abroad as White Helmets.
2012, IBO’s commitment to
Emilia Romagna hit by the
earthquake.

7 February 1992
The Maastricht Treaty gives life to
the European Union and introduces
the principle of free movement of
people in member countries.
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Meanwhile, in 2019, the new
national
headquarters
are
inaugurated, once again in
Ferrara; Casa IBO finally opens
its doors! In 2020 the
pandemic wipes away every
certainty and forecast, many
projects are stopped. The
White Helmets do not leave;
IBO
responds
to
the
emergency
with
targeted
interventions in some affected
or at-risk territories. This was
the year of the first virtual
volunteer camps.
In 2021: the restart.
The pandemic had a negative
impact but now the positive
news are many.

1st January 2002
Twelve European Union countries,
including Italy, introduce
the single currency, the euro.
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Members' assembly

The President

This is the sovereign body and has the task of
approving the budgets, deciding on the programme
and activities of the association. Every three years, it
elects the members of the Executive Board, the
Controlling Body and appoints the Statutory Auditor.

The President, following the renewal of offices, is
elected by the Executive Board from among its
members. He is the legal representative before third
parties, in court and in the performance of all acts that
commit the Association abroad. With regard to the
internal organisation, he/she has, among others, the
following tasks: convenes and chairs the Board of
Directors and the Executive Board; he/she ensures the
execution of the Executive Board’s resolutions; in case
of necessity and urgency, he/she undertakes the
necessary measures within the competence of the
Executive Board, and submits them for ratification at
the first useful meeting.

Controlling body
The Controlling Body has the following tasks: to
supervise compliance with the law, with the Articles of
Association and with the principles of correct
administration; to supervise the adequacy of the
organizational, administrative and accounting
structure and its actual functioning; to certify, in the
notes to the accounts, that the financial statements
have been drawn up in accordance with the
guidelines; to carry out inspections and audits at any
time; draw a report for every meeting, detailing its
own control activity and the notes to the accounts.
IBO’s Board of Auditors carries out these functions, its
president is Susanna Giuratti, entered in the
appropriate Register. In case of litigation with third
parties or in court, the Statutory Auditor will be called
to testify together with the President.

Directorate
It represents the transmission link between
Governance and the operational structure of the
Association. The Director, in close liaison with the
President, ensures that all decisions taken by the
Executive Board are made operational by the people
working in the different areas of activity.

Organigramma
CONTROLLING BOARD
(Collegio dei Revisori dei Conti)
Susanna Giuratti | President
Gianfranco Resca, Laura Palliggiano | Auditors

ETHICAL COMMITTEE
Alberto Osti | Marco Orlandi | Sonia Santucci
LEGAL ADVISER
Rita Reali
FUNDRAISING AND COMMUNICATION
Ermelinda Pittelli
Chiara Cocconcelli
Demba Vieux | Logistic
Marco Orlandi | Logistic

VOLUNTARY AREA
Sabina Marchetti
Ilaria Persanti
Chiara Picchioni
Elisa Squarzoni
Gianluca Bellotto

MEMBERS’ ASSEMBLY
Padre Angelo Marcandella
Honorary president

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Alberto Osti | President
Marco Lorenzetti | Vice president
Antonio Ferioli, Maria Giovanna Speltini,
Francesco Ganzaroli, Marco Orlandi,
Elena Paolazzi | Advisors

SPIRITUAL ASSISTANT
Don Emanuele Zappaterra
TREASURER
Dino Resca
WORKING COMMISSIONS
Voluntary area
International Cooperation area
Fund Raising and Communication area
Global citizenship education area
Administration area

DIRECTORATE
Dino Montanari

ADMINISTRATION
Cristina Montanari
Laura Palliggiano

INTERNATIONAL COOP. AREA
Federica Gruppioni
Sonia Santucci
Letizia Sabba
Paola Ghezzi | expat Tanzania
Elisabetta Casarini | expat Perù
Benedetta Campia | expat Romania

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION AREA
Ilaria Persanti
Gianluca Bellotto
Chiara Picchioni
Chiara Cocconcelli
Ermelinda Pittelli
Elena Fergnani
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Organo di Controllo
The Controlling Body has the following tasks: to
supervise compliance with the law, with the Articles of
Association and with the principles of correct
administration; to supervise the adequacy of the
organisational,
administrative
and
accounting
structure and its actual functioning; to certify, in the
notes to the accounts, that the financial statements
have been drawn up in accordance with the
guidelines; to carry out inspections and audits at any
time; to draw up minutes for each meeting, in which
its control activities must be recorded and where the
reports to the financial statements are reported. For
IBO Italy it coincides with the Board of Auditors whose
President, Susanna Giuriatti, is duly registered in the
appropriate Register. In case of litigation with third
parties or in court, the Statutory Auditor will be called
to testify together with the President.

The RSPP is a mandatory figure with functions and
tasks specified by law for the purpose to safeguard
the safety of workers. He takes care of preventing any
risk situation safeguarding the well-being of workers.
The responsible has the obligation to draft Document
Risk Assessment, in collaboration with the employer,
the competent doctor and the employee
representative for safety.

Privacy and protection of personal data
IBO Italy is aware of the importance of safeguarding
privacy and personal data. For this reason all
harvesting activities of the data are exclusively aimed
at pursuit of institutional aims. How provided by
GDPR 2016/679 IBO Italy has appointed, by act of the
Board of Directors of 18 December 2020, Alberto Osti
- President and legal representative of IBO Italia which Data Controller of Personal Data and Dino
Montanari - Director of IBO Italy - which Responsible
for the Processing of Personal Data.

Safety and prevention at work
Safety at the workplace IBO Italy has benefited from
the external advice of a specialized firm called Secure
Engineering by Occhiobello RO. Internally IBO Italy
has own RSPP - Head of Service Prevention and
protection coincident with the figure of the Legal
Representative and President Alberto Osti.

Info and reports
Dino Montanari: dino.montanari@iboitalia.org

IBO Italia Board of Directors

The participation of the directors
Number of annual meetings carried out
5

2021
2020
5 men e 2 women

2019

6
3

Average annual presence of directors
2021
men

women
2020

Average age: 63 years
(2020: 62,1 - 2019: 66,6)

2019

8

74%
62%
60%

MEMBERS
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Total members
2021

2020

2019

197

113

368

113 men

65 men

180 men

84 women

48 women

188 women

Member’s participation
2020

2021
86,3%

2019
70,8%

9,7%

6,6%
participants to volunteering

96,2%
3,5%

participants to assemblies

Members’ average age

Members’ regional origins

Years

2021

2021

29

2020
2019

2,5%

38,2

4,1%

15,7%

25,9

77,7%

By becoming a member of IBO Italia:
you receive a Membership Card with your name
and surname on it;
you have the right to vote in the Annual Meeting
and can give your contribution to the direction IBO
wants to take (propose ideas, projects, activities);
you are covered by insurance for volunteer
activities in Italy throughout the year;
you receive all communications about projects and
volunteer proposals.

10
9

North Italy

Central Italy

South and islands

Abroad or not
available data

STAFF
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Staff: gender
2021

2020

2019

14

13

13

3 men
11 women

4 men
9 women

2 men
11 women

Staff

Abroad Cooperants’ Annuity

Employment contract applied UNEBA. Institutions and
Social Services.

Collective agreement signed: National Framework
Agreement to regulate continuous and coordinated
contractual relationships at OSCs represented by AOI
and LINK2007.
Nr. collaborators: 1
Annual salary: 52913,65
Both for the Italian and local or foreign staff abroad,
salaries are equivalent to the national standards, life
cost, quality and safety in the country and to the local
labor market.

Pay structure
Hghest monthly taxable gross contributory:
1678,00 euros
Lowest monthly taxable gross contributory:
1290,00 euros
Highest basic annual salary: 20534,68 euros
Lowest basic annual salary: 17456,92 euros

Types number of contracts

14

2021

Hourly commitment

Average length of service

2021

2021

10,3

2020

13

2020

2020

11

2019

13

2019

2019

10,3

Co.Co.Co

Full time contracts

Open ended

Part time contracts

2021: Co.Co.Co. 2 and open end. 12
2020: Co.Co.Co. 1 and open end. 12
2019: Co.Co.Co. 3 and open end. 10

Full time contracts represent
58.3%, part time contracts 41.7%
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Staff’s average age has remained
almost constant over the years
average age 39,1 in 2021 (39,6 in
2020)

STAFF
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Staff: regional origin
2021

2020

7,1%

7,7%

7,7%

92,9%

North Italy

2019

7,7%

7,7%

84,6%

84,6%

Central Italy

South Italy and islands

Abroad or not available data

Men’s average annual salary in 2021

Lowest gross contributory

Nr. employees: 3
annual total 49.452,57 euros
average annual salary 16,484.19 euros

Men’s 17.559,63 euros
Women’s 20.966,68 euros
In 2021, because of the pandemic and the
consequent reduction in activities, IBO Italy made use
of the layoff for 90% of its staff, for a total of 4 weeks
for every employee.

Women’s average annual salary in 2021
Nr. employees: 9
annual total: 163.698,75 euros
average annual salary 18.188,75 euros

Highest gross contributory
Men’s 23.406,09 euros
Women’s 23.208,84 euros

Staff’s educational qualification
2021

2020

7,1%

2019

7,7%
30,8%

42,9%

28,6%

46,2%

30,8%

Lower secondary diploma

15,4%

15,3%

21,4%

High school diploma

11

53,8%

Bachelor’s degree

Master’s degree

WELFARE
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Kind and coverage of insurance policies
provided for volunteers and aid-workers

Safety and health at work

Health and accident insurance policy: “Difesa infortuni
– Assimoco n. N°2392500100171
Third party Liability insurance policy – Zurich n.
433A1401
Integrative healthcare if activated: not activated.
Overtime hours of staff abroad: 0
Staff overtime hours in Italy: 0

IBO Italy follows the guidelines provided by law
81/2008 – Consolidation Act on workplace safety. As
to workplace safety IBO Italy has consulted “Secure
Engineering”, from Occhiobello RO, while as to the
equipment and periodic control of fire extinguishers,
IBO Italy has used Security Fire s.r.l. from Ferrara.
Alberto Osti, IBO’s legal representative and President
is responsible for Prevention and Protection- RSPP.
Demba Vieux is RLS: employee representative for
safety at work. IBO Italy has 3 trained first aid staff (D.
Vieux, I. Persanti e S. Marchetti) and 3 fire marshals (D.
Vieux, F. Gruppioni, S. Marchetti). All staff (employees
and volunteers) have been successfully trained on
workplace risks: General and Specific Training on Low
risks.

Average Sick Leave Rate
Total number of employees 12 (12 in 2020)
Number of employees that took sick hours: 6 (6 in
2020)
Total number of sick hours: 417 (91 in 2020)
Average number of sick hours per requesting
employee: 69,5 (15,2 in 2020)
Average number of sick hours per employee: 34,8
(7.6 in 2020)

All volunteers taking part to the Association’s activities
are requested to attend the General and Specific
Training on Low risks, online, by Ferrara University that
provides it freely to IBO Italy on a dedicated website.

Covid Emergency Precautions
IBO Italy has applied all regulations provided for by
law following the consultancy firm’s indications and
protocols on workplace safety: Security Engineering
from Occhiobello RO.

Staff Training
400

meetings

people

Volunteers’ training
hours

4.000

300

3.000

200

2.000

100

1.000

0

2019

2020

0

2021

2019: 14 meetings; 14 people; 188 hours
2020: 14 meetings; 13 people; 171 hours
2021: 21 meetings; 14 people; 304 hours

meetings

people

2019

2020

hours

2021

2019: 61 meetings; 321 people; 3650 hours
2020: 46 meetings; 174 people; 2283 hours
2021: 63 meetings; 232 people; 2615 hours
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Strategic Plan
The year 2020 coincided with the drafting of the new
Three-year plan 2021-23.
The Strategic Plan is an instrument of shared and
shared planning thati involves for its drafting, both the
directive part and the operational part of the
association. It illustrates,on the basis of strategic
objectives to be achieved, the actions to be
implemented and their results expected, the latter
verifiable and measurable through of success
indicators.

inclusive service;
promotion to active citizenship and globalization,
to promote awareness and participation;
search for new partners in strategic countries for a
more qualitative and constant planning.

The Future
The main objective as to volunteering for the coming
years, is the return to normal.
The last two years’ figures dropped drastically, it is
therefore fundamental a new start of work camps,
youth exchange and international long-term
volunteering for which we will have to reflect on the
partners we work with. We will have to reconsider the
cooperation with some of them, with others it has
come to an end. We consequently need to find new
contacts to start new cooperations.

A strategic plan starts with the reconfirmation of the
Vision, the dream towards which you tend; of the
Mission, the how it applies the Vision; of the Values, in
which it believes and institutional activities, with which
t operates on the field to put into practice their
Mission In our case, they’ve all been reconfirmed.
With the Board of Directors of 18 December 2020 the
following Strategic Objectives have been approvedfor
the next three years:
structural strengthening for a sustainable growth
also thanks to volunteering enhancement;
promotion af activities with incisive and synthetic
contents, instruments and materials for a clear
and transparent communication;
improvement of the quality of our offer for
international volunteering;
reception, training and tutoring for an increasingly

As to international cooperation, we are planning new
projects in the countries where we have been present
over a long time: Peru, Romania and Tanzania. The
challenge will be to go on with interventions in
Burundi, where we have started anew after over 30
years, and to manage emergency in Ukraine.

La partecipazione
GRAFICO
dei
WEconsiglieri
WANT 070

GRAFICO 1

FOR
COOPERATION

WORKS IN
PROGRESS IN
ALLIANCE!

What would change
if the 0.70 of PIL were
allocated to
international
cooperation?
Resources would be
more than tripled
compared to today;
an important push to
fight against
inequalities.
It is not charity but a
deal to be
maintained.
https//
campagna070.it/

The network
Alliance’s
restructuring
process was
completed in
2021, a new trial
year for the new
network structure
started. New
bodies started
functioning:
"Necessary Action
Groups" (NAGs)
and
"Communities of
Interest" (COIs).
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Expenditures per Sector and Estimate
2021

2022

2023

€ 1.283.875

€ 1.420.000

€ 1.450.000

Volunteering: € 419.842

Volunteering: € 290.000

Volunteering: € 300.000

Cooperation: € 619.452

Cooperation: € 875.000

Cooperation: € 880.000

ECG: € 121.703

ECG: € 110.000

ECG: € 120.000

General expenditures: € 122.876

General expenditures: € 145.000

General expenditures: € 150.000

Revenue and Estimate
2021

43,8%

2022

40%

56,2%

60%

Public Bodies Revenue

Number of volunteers estimate

750

40%

60%

Revenue from Individuals

Hours of volunteer work estimate

1000

1.000

2023

125.000

900

110.000
95.000

100.000
630

75.000

500

53.751

50.000
250
0

25.000

2021

2022

0

2023
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2021

2022

2023
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National and International Institutions

Local Authorities and Territorial Structures

EU - European Union – Education and Culture
Executive Agency | Italian Agency for Cooperation
and Development | DGSCN Presidency of the Council
of Ministers | National Agency for Youth | Ministry of
Labor and of Social Policies | Ministry of Youth Policies
| Ministry for Equal Opportunities and Family | Ministry
of Economy and Finance.

Emilia-Romagna Region | Arpae Emilia-Romagna |
Municipality of Ferrara | Municipality of Parma |
Municipality of Modena | School Department of Iringa
(Tanzania) | School Department for Special
Educational Needs of Iringa (Tanzania) | Child
Protection of Vrancea (Romania) | Municipality of
Panciu (Romania).

Universities, Schools, Study centers

Foundations

UNIFE - University of Ferrara | UNIPR - University of
Parma | UNIBO - Alma Mater Studiorum -University of
Bologna | UNICAT - University Catholic of the Sacred
Heart (Milan) | UNIMORE -University of Modena and
Reggio Emilia | Luiss Free International University of
Social studies Guido Carli | UNIFI - ARCO/PIN s.c.r.l. |
ISAAC Italy (Rome) | “Yuriy Fedkoviych” Univeristy of
Chernivtsi (Ukraine) | 15 Schools in Ferrara | 3 Schools
in Ferrara Parma | Centro Etico Ambientale (Parma) |
Institute Leonarda Vaccari (Rome) | School n. 24 of
Chernivtsi (Ukraine) | I. Slavici e A.I. Cuza High school
of Panciu | Cisita (Parma) |IFOA (Reggio Emilia) Liceo
I. Slavici e A.I. Cuza di Panciu | Ferrara Homeland
History Delegation | Ferrara CTS.

Global Giving Foundation (USA) | Angela and Guido
Magni to help distressed families Swiss Philanthropy
Foundation (Switzerland) | Sodalitas Foundation
(Milan) | Charity Fund - Intesa San Paolo Group
(Milan) | UNITO - Fondazione Fundit (Turin) | AVSI
Foundation (Cesena) | Estense Foundation (Ferrara).

Churches and religious bodies
CEI - Italian Bishops’ Conference | Figlie di Sant’ Anna
Sisters Congregation | Cluny Sisters Congregation |
Sisters of Charity | Sacred Family Collegine
Congregation | Saint John Baptist Sisters
Congregation | Parish of St. Thomas | Diocese of
Huari | Archdiocese of Ferrara and Comacchio | Parish
of St. Augustine | Parish of St. Antony.

Associations and Movements

Sponsors ‘annual trend and
donations

Lumea Lui Pinocchio (Romania) | Mato Grosso
Operation (Italy) | Pueblo Grande Association |
Superlearner project Association Lima OdV (Peru) |
FUNDIT Foundation (Guatemala) | Nyumba Ali
(Tanzania) | Omeo Bon Bon (Italia Madagascar) |
Manampy Zaza Madiniky (Madagascar) |Reality Gives
oppure CARES ??(India) | Campanellino Rehabilitation
Centre “Dzvinochok” (Ukraine) | Dobri Liubi Bukovunu
Association (Ukraine) | “Speciali fra di noi” |
Association (Ucrkine) | Avsi Polska (Poland) | Caritas of
Lublino (Poland) | Italy - Ukraine Association
(Bologna) | Io Ci Sto! -Parma Association | Sapori
Reclusi (Cuneo) | Vet for Africa APS (Bologna) | CRAL
Chiesi (Parma).
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NGO networks and Federations

Lady Burger Fest (Ferrara) | Officina ON/OFF (Parma) |
Po River Association for Social Promotion ASD
(Ferrara) | Pro Loco (Ferrara) | Municipal Avis Ro
(Ferrara) | International Solidarity Nexus (Bologna) |
CISV (Torino) | Committee for Parma 2020 (Parma) |
La Mantide Cultural Association (Ferrara) | ANOLF
FERRARA – National Association Beyond Frontiers.

IBO Network | FOCSIV | AOI | COONGER | COIPE |
Alliance of European Voluntary Service Organizations
| CCIVS | CIAO Romania | National Voluntary Sector
Forum | Forum SAD | CSV Terre Estensi | CSV Emilia |
COPRESC Ferrara | COPESC Parma | Diocesan
Missionary Center Ferrara and Parma | VIM | Sistema
Territoriale Parma for International Cooperation.

Companies
Helpicare
by
Didacare
(Bologna)
Effemme
Automazioni Srl (Bologna) | 3CiME Technology
(Bologna) | Toys Center (Ferrara, Treviso, Parma) |
Deco Industries s. coop. p.a. (Ravenna) | Emilbanca
(Ferrara) |
Saponaro e Garavini Office Stp Srl
(Ferrara) | Tigotà (Ferrara) | Testaperaria Srl (Ferrara) |
Ferrara TUA Srl (Ferrara) | Osteria l'Acino (Ferrara) |
LyondellBasell (Ferrara) | Consortium Res United
Social Experiences (Ferrara) | Quisisana Hospice
(Ferrara) | Law Firm Rita Reali (Ferrara) |Pecora Nera
Tattoo Shop (Ferrara) | Pizziamoci (Ferrara) | Brugnatti
Butcher’s (Ferrara) | SPAL (Ferrara) | Basket Kleb
(Ferrara) | Rotoplano (Ferrara) | Cimbria (Imola) | MI
Aiuta (Milano) | Siram Veolia (Milano) | Pinalli (Milano)
| Soc. Agr. Paltrinieri Gianfranco (Modena) | Chiesi
Pharmaceuticals (Parma) | Bio Made in Italy (Parma) |
Energy Clima (Parma) | PROGES Social Cooperative
(Parma) | IREN (Parma) | Credem (Reggio Emilia) | PS
Company (Reggio Emilia) | Italian Parquet (Roma) |
Go Telecommuncations Srl (Vicenza) | I FABBRI winery
of Lamole (Firenze) | Estensi wineyard (Senigallia)

Social Realities Voluntary Camps
Libera-Mente Social Cooperative ONLUS (Palermo) |
Ali del Vento Association (Ferrara) | A.R.A. Cooperative
(Catania) | Municipality of Cortemilia (Cuneo) | LIPU
Ferrara | Parish of Fiscaglia (Ferrara) | Sisters of Maria
Stella Matutina of Fontanellato (Parma) | CAI - Italian
Alpine Club - of Ischia-Procida (Napoli) | Casa a Colori
Association (Vicenza) | Sisters Servants of the Divine
Providence (Catania) | Nomadelfia Association
(Grosseto) | WWF di Crotone | Cooperative Society
social Blhyster (Belluno) | Overseas Association
(Modena) | Le C.A.S.E. Association (Firenze) | “La
Tabacca” Ecological and Social Farm (Genova) |
Imoletta Foundation (Ferrara).

Associations and Groups
AGESCI Ferrara | Consortium RES (Ferrara) | Il Turco
(Ferrara) | Emil Banca Members Committee (Bologna)
| CSI (Ferrara) | Gruppo Scuola Cooperative (Parma)

Donation Total Value
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CHILD SPONSORSHIP
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With your CHILD SPONSORSHIP for
Pinocchio Center you can guarantee
food, education and game
to a whole group of children.

GIVE NOW A FUTURE TO PINOCCHIO CENTER CHILDREN
Donating a child a future only costs
82 cents per day!
With less than 1 € a day, 300 € per
year you can support a child at
Pinocchio Center.
With your help, we will put together
again after the 2 difficult years of
pandemic and work to build the
children’s future as well as their
families and the whole community’s.

How can you start a
child sponsorship?
Online payment
https://dona-iboitalia.org/
Crediting the CCP
n° 11817442
Bank transfer, IBAN:
IT53R0707213001000000163364

THEY NEED A PLACE WHERE THEY CAN BE LOVED AND LISTENED TO
Pinocchio Center

BECOME A MEMBER
IBO ITALIA | YOU CAN BECOME A VOLUNTEER

Thanks to your sponsorship we can go
on today, and really look at the future
with enthusiasm.

BECOME AN IBO MEMBER OR RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP

SUPPORTER +

SUPPORTER

PARTICIPANT

FRIEND

annual fee

annual fee

annual fee

annual fee

100 €

Do you know and lived
IBO’ s history and have
been supporting our
projects for years?
Are you one of the Italian
Building Companions
pioneers?
You are our history and
our future!

70 €

Have you known us for
many years, grown up
together with IBO, made
choices that have changed
your life?
We count on you!

50 €

Are you an IBO volunteer?
Have you taken part in a
Work Camp, Community
Service, Peace Corps or
have you experimented
one of our proposals of
engagement and
participation?
This is the choice for
you!

20 €

Are you a young, for the
first time looking out into
international volunteering
and cooperation?
Start from here!

2021 BUDGET
IBO ITALIA | YOU CAN BECOME A VOLUNTEER

TOTAL REVENUE: € 1.284.739

ANNUITIES COMPARED

56,2%

43,8%

75,5%

24,5%

50,4%

49,6%

2021
43,8%

2020
56,2%

2019

Public € 722.405
Privates € 562.334

Notes on Statement data | Revenue
Luckily after a disastrous 2020, the year 2021 started a
slight recovery. The total revenue meets the forecasts
provided at the beginning of the year, almost going
back to the 2019’s level.
Without the pandemic, the volume of activities and
consequently the total revenue would surely have
been higher.

Anyway, we have to be satisfied as we did not record
losses in such a difficult period for everybody.
This was possible again through the use of layoffs for
almost all the staff, even if for only a month.

Revenue public entities

Revenue from privates

€ 722.405

€ 562.334

Five for a thousand 1,0%
Local Institutions 10,5%
Italian State Funds 69,4%
European Union 19,1%

Physical Persons 17,5%
Crowdfunding 2,3%
Foundations 3,7%
Associations 6,2%
Companies 11,6%
CEI/Waldensian Table 56,8%
Int. Assets, contingencies 2,0%
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ANNUITIES COMPARED

TOTAL EXPENSES: € 1.283.875

48,2%

32,7%

9,5% 9,6%

2021

9,6%

39,2%

9,5%

28,1%

11,3% 20,8%

2020
48,2%

69,6%

18,8% 3,4% 8,2%

2019

32,7%

Cooperation € 619.452
Volunteering € 419.842
Education to Global Citizenship € 121.703
General Expenses € 122.876

Notes on Statement Data | Expenditures
With the partial resumption of exchange activities,
2021 figures are significantly better than 2020’s. Work
camps started functioning, even if not at full speed: in
Italy (but not in the developing world) mainly with
teenagers. Once again, the Community Service was a
disaster due to a bad institutional organization of the
projects in the developing world, improvised and
badly managed.

This caused the cancellation of the young’s
departures, at the last minute. Cooperation projects
started a recovery in number, but due to extensions
and redraftings of projects, they had to take on the
work planned for the year 2020.

Cooperation Expenditures

Volunteering Expenditures

GCE Expenditures

€ 619.452

€ 419.842

€ 121.703

Peru 48,4%
Burundi 0,5%
Ukraine 5,0%
Romania 4,7%
Equador 1,9%
Tanzania 39,4%

Work Camps 17,8%
ESC-SVE and Youth Exchange 16,8%
CS – PC 11,8%
Trainings and TTC 53,6%

20

Live Actively 9,0%
Community Parcofficina 10,9%
Professional ED 0,9%
An Objective Parc 1,0%
St. Leonardo’s Green Area Care 18,6%
I – Car 31,8%
Driven Creative Enterprise 27,6%

TRANSPARENCY
IBO ITALIA | YOU CAN BECOME A VOLUNTEER

2021
90,4%
Expenses for activities
and mission projects:
€ 1.160.999
9,6%
General Expenditures
(management,
fundraising and
communication):
€ 122.876,27

How much, for each euro of revenue, was allocated to
mission activities and projects; and how much to
cover the management costs and fundraising. We
consider the costs of the staff working on Cooperation
projects, both from Italy and locally, those organizing
Volunteer Camps, those monitoring the Community
Service volunteers and dealing with Education in
schools, as part of Mission activities costs.

Without them we could not reach beneficiaries and
communities.
For maximum transparency, staff and secretarial
expenses are detailed below, but not allocated
between the different sectors.

2020

2019

Staff Expenses: € 256.717
Secretarial Expenses: € 85.368

79,2%
Expenses for activities and mission projects:
€ 316.747

91,8%
Expenses for activities and mission projects:
€ 1.321.545

20,8%
General Expenditures (management, fundraising
and communication): € 83.140

8,2%
General Expenditures (management, fundraising
and communication): € 117.302
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Volunteers' number
2021 saw a nice recovery after the drastic drop in 2020 due to pandemic.

2021

2020

2019

630

242

933

14 Community Service and Peace Corps
8 European Solidarity Corps
229 Work Camps
16 Camp Leaders
38 Internships, School- Work Alternation
198 Local Groups
43 Secretariat and Logistics
12 Governance (BD, Auditors, Treasurer)
72 External Advisors and Others

34 Community Service and Peace Corps
12 European Solidarity Corps
60 Work Camps
5 Camp Leaders
4 Internships, School- Work Alternation
75 Local Groups
41 Secretariat and Logistics
9 Governance (BD, Auditors, Treasurer)
2 External Advisors and Others

28 Community Service and Peace Corps
17 European Solidarity Corps
500 Work Camps
0 Camp Leaders
76 Internships, School- Work Alternation
197 Local Groups
3 Secretariat and Logistics
5 Governance (BD, Auditors, Treasurer)
107 External Advisors and Others

IBO Italia Volunteers

Volunteering Hours

gender

2017 - 2021

2021

2020

417 women - 213 men

women

2019

men
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53.751

40.155

106.370

2018

92.654

2017

96.127

VOLUNTEERS
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Volunteering Hours
In 2021, thanks to the recovery after the pandemic crisis, volunteering hours have greatly increased mainly thanks to
work camps and local initiatives.

2021

2020

2019

53.751

40.155

106.370

13.585 Community Service and Peace Corps
6.041 European Solidarity Corps
10.800 Work Camps
2.560 Camp Leaders
1.916 Tirocinio, Alternanza e messa alla prova
6.077 Local Groups
3.191 Secretariat and Logistics
1.028 Governance (BD, Auditors, Treasurer))
8.553 External Advisors and Others

18.902 Community Service and Peace Corps
11.291 European Solidarity Corps
3.672 Work Camps
800 Camp Leaders
440 Tirocinio, Alternanza e messa alla prova
1.408 Local Groups
2.814 Secretariat and Logistics
804 Governance (BD, Auditors, Treasurer))
24 External Advisors and Othersi

53.656 Community Service and Peace Corps
10.262 European Solidarity Corps
33.576 Work Camps
0 Camp Leaders
1.538 Tirocinio, Alternanza e messa alla prova
4.906 Local Groups
768 Secretariat and Logistics
772 Governance (BD, Auditors, Treasurer)
892 External Advisors and Others

Volunteering Value
We have attributed a hypothetical cost of 13 euros per every volunteering hour received, this to show the economic
strength of volunteers’ free work.

2021

€ 698.763

€ 176.605 Community Service and Peace Corps
€ 78.533 European Solidarity Corps
€ 140.400 Work Camps
€ 33.280 Camp Leaders
€ 24.908 Internships, School-Work Alternation
€ 79.001 Local Groups
€ 41.483 Secretariat and Logistics
€ 13.364 Governance (BD, Auditors, Treasurer)
€ 111.189 External Advisors and Others

2020

2019

€ 522.008

€ 1.382.814

€ 245.726 Community Service and Peace Corps
€ 146.783 European Solidarity Corps
€ 43.736 Work Camps
€ 10.400 Camp Leaders
€ 5.720 Internships, School-Work Alternation
€ 18.297 Local Groups
€ 9.984 Secretariat and Logistics
€ 10.452 Governance (BD, Auditors, Treasurer)
€ 312 External Advisors and Others
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€ 697.528 Community Service and Peace Corps
€ 133.406 European Solidarity Corps
€ 436.488 Work Camps
€ 0 Camp Leaders
€ 19.994 Internships, School-Work Alternation
€ 63.782 Local Groups
€ 9.984 Secretariat and Logistics
€ 10.036 Governance (BD, Auditors, Treasurer)
€ 11.596 External Advisors and Others

Girl sings Tanzanian anthem in sign language at school.
Photograph taken by Cammilla Minnozzi,
volunteer co-operator in Tanzania in 2022, as part of the
No One Left Behind project.

I’m Valentina, 31 years old, I’m a teacher.
When I happen to meet someone new and chat a little to get to know each other, I
always mention my experience with IBO Italy in Peru and Guatemala making the other
person amazed. First, I was a Peace Corp in the suburbs of Lima on “Proyecto Quijote
para la Vida" of Santa Rosa and then a Community Service volunteer in El Tejar
(Chimaltenango), in the central America country of eternal spring.
How could I not talk about myself without mentioning the experiences that made me
the person I am today? It would be impossible. Between joyful moments and a few
difficulties, my volunteering with IBO Italy gave me a lot in terms of affection, training,
personal growth, skills, encounters. These are experiences that I also tell my students
and hope to tell my children or grandchildren in the future; these are the facts that
move one’s soul. Who cares about fears: they will be faced one by one and overcome
little by little. Will I succeed? Will it be dangerous? Will I miss home? Will I like the
project? How many doubts before leaving! Before you a long steep road! But how many
souvenirs once back, when you look with great nostalgia at the photos of the children
you met. Those smiles will be worth all fears and crisis.
Once back one finds oneself changed: what changed is the volunteer’s soul that looks at
the world with new eyes and can tell that poverty really exists, that inequalities and
discriminations are very deep, that we are extremely lucky, but we do not realize it. You
who want to apply for Community Service but have many doubts, believe me, don’t be
afraid, leave eager to roll up your sleeves and help where needed. Dispense smiles and
hugs. Try to learn and assimilate as much as you can.
Always give the best of yourself, jump in: you’ll feel many emotions of many different
colours, all the colours you can find in a beautiful Guatemalan market.
Valentina

VOLUNTEERING
Work Camps, Community Service, European Solidarity Corps and Youth Exchange.
Two weeks, six months, a year. Experiences that change one’s life.

OUR ENGAGEMENT
AGENDA 2030 FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

In 2021 we had 630 volunteers, for a total of 53,751 hours. 149
Italian volunteers in Camps in Italy; 80 international volunteers in
Camps in Italy; 45 Italian volunteers in Europe; 149 Applications for
Camp Leader; 76 applications for UCS; 5 USC volunteers in Italy, 20
USC volunteers abroad; 3 ESC in country volunteers; 2 ESC Cross
Border and 35 Volunteering teams.

We work to guarantee prosperous
lives of peace and plenty in harmony
with nature, through activities of
formal and non-formal education,
experiences of local, national and
international
volunteering,
and
exchange of good practices.
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PEACE
We protect natural resources and
our planet’s climate for future
generations,
training
young
generations; the exchange of
good practices; practical actions
of social and environmental
volunteering
and
awareness
raising meetings.

We
build
peace
through
volunteering;
engagement;
participation; active citizenship and
awareness raising campaigns. We
offer opportunities for inclusive
international
volunteering;
trainings;
participation
good
practices,
information
and
awareness raising to involve
citizens in the fight against poverty
and socio- economic inequalities.
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We implement our work for
our objectives through solid
partnerships.
In 2021 we built cooperations
with 24 associations in work
camps
in Italy, 36 for work camps in
Europe; 2 as UCS locations in
Italy and 10 as UCS locations
abroad.
9
countries:
Italy,
Peru,
Ecuador, Guatemala, Tanzania,
India, Madagascar, Romania,
Ukraine; 4 SEC locations in
Italy: Ferrara, Cona (FE), San
Leonardo in Cutro (KR),
Nomadelfia (GR).

IBO'S GOALS
VOLUNTEERING IN THE WORLD

Why we do it

What we do

In many countries the share of
wealth held by 1 % of the
population is increasing. Since
2015 the situation in Italy has
been improving thanks to the
recovery of the change rate of
per capita household income
for the poorest 40 % of the
population and the one of the
total population. The risk of
poverty is increasing, territorial
inequalities and gender gap
remain high.

We involve the young in
volunteering
paths
and
sharing experiences in order
to
promote
social
engagement, participation and
responsibility.
We promote volunteering as a
choice of social engagement.
We disseminate the values of
volunteering and engagement
in favor of one’s community
through awareness raising
campaigns and participation
good practices. We promote
international volunteering for
the young and for adults as an
experience of personal growth,
active citizenship and social
inclusion.
We
offer
experiences
of
solidarity and sharing, more
and more inclusive.
We
promote
work
as
an
instrument of growth and
emancipation. We have joined
national
and
international
association networks.

With the pandemic income
inequalities
and
youth
unemployment rate got worse.
In 2019 the income of the
richest 20% of the population
was 4.99 higher than the one
of the poorest 20%.
In 2019, Italy was the second
lowest as to the percentage
rate
between
youth
employment and total one
with 70.1.
The pandemic crisis had a
negative effect too on the
inequality rate in the country.
In
2020,
all
elementary
indicators analyzed got worse.
EU wants to devote the year
2022 to the young.
The
European
Commission
submitted
a
proposal
to
proclaim 2022 as the European
Year of the young.
The objective is to celebrate
and
support
the
new
generations penalized by the
pandemic
and
enhance
engagement
and
active
participation of all the young
to build a better future
together.

Italian NGOs and sustainable
development objectives
According to the data got
from
Open
Cooperation’s
database, in the Italian scene
of international cooperation,
the objectives NGOs work for
are:
at the top the objective of
Quality Education (SDG 4),
then Gender Equality (SDG 5),
Eradicate Poverty (SDG 1),
Health and Well-being (SDG
3), Reduce Inequalities (SDG
10) and Eradicate Hunger (SDG
2).
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Objective 10: within 2030
10.2 Enhance and promote
everybody’s social, economic
and
political
inclusion,
regardless of age, gender,
disabilities, race, ethnic group,
origins, religion, economic
situation or other.

Socioeconomy and
sustainable development:
the role of UE new agencies
The report: “Socioeconomics
and sustainable development
– The role of EU agencies” has
been published, drawn up by
the Network of EU agencies
for scientific advice, related to
sustainable development and
the European Green Deal.
The document deals with
economy,
employment,
training, gender inequalities,
health and social rights.
Europe aims at promoting the
green and digital transition
and at making economy fairer,
more resilient and sustainable
for future generations.

VOLUNTEERING

WORK CAMPS

WORK CAMPS
VOLUNTEERING IN THE WORLD

Restart Signals
Once summer 2020 was over, we hoped to start anew
and move on after Covid emergency. The winter
months, viceversa, weakened our hope to travel freely
or greet each other shaking hands or with a hug.

We understood this need from the words of parents
and observing the young themselves.
We worked harder, aware of the potential that a
work camp experience can offer.

We continued our work anyway, planning our
workcamp proposals for adults and for teenagers, for
the summer 2021.

Feeling like... Being a Camp Leader
A year of pandemic increased the material and
human need to start moving again to make new
experiences, help, put one’s skills at the service of
others.

Respecting the restriction against Covid pandemic, we
could organize 24 workcamps from North to South
Italy, with 104 Italian participants (among them a
parish group) and 80 foreign volunteers.

This was proved by the great answer to our call for
Camp Leaders 2021. 149 applications! Unfortunately
we had to make a drastic selection according to our
needs, even if we acknowledged high experience and
competence among most of the candidates…

We had to stop volunteering outside Europe, but 45
daring Italian Volunteers went to France, Germany,
Spain, Iceland, and Czech Republic.

After a training, partly online, partly at IBO’s Home
office, 16 young people left as camp-leaders to assist
the international groups of teenagers, in work camps
in Italy.

Encounters
We think work camps have two great values:
volunteering and exchange between people of
different origins, culture and habits.
With no doubts, 2021 was characterized by a strong
wish and need to meet people, to start again having
relationships and confrontations with peers, making
new acquaintances, especially for teenagers.

OFFER
A CAMP
La partecipazione dei
consiglieri
AS A GIFT

"It was an unforgettable
experience that opened my mind.

If you have already
participated in a
camp, you know
what it is. Just a word:
Wow!
Don’t waste time,
offer this opportunity
to someone you love.
It is not just a simple
present, it is an
experience to
remember all
lifelong. Every gift
card is valid for 2
years, any moment

I think I will repeat it, maybe
elsewhere to discover new things.
I met new people, made new
friendships that last in spite of
the distance.
I still smile thinking of the
moments I lived. Fantastic is to
say the least!"

www.dona-iboitalia.org
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COMMUNITY
SERVICE

COMMUNITY SERVICE
VOLUNTEERING IN THE WORLD

A new year serving

Departures sospended

Even 2021 was deeply marked by Covid-19
emergency. The selections of the new volunteers were
held in March, for the first time on-line to contrast the
spreading of the pandemic.

On 13 August, as MAECI advised against sending the
volunteers abroad, the Youth Policy Department
issued an “invitation to suspend the departures” for 13
countries. About 200 FOCSIV White Helmets could
not leave for their projects.
Bewilderment and anger for the way and time of that
communication. The Department had known for
months in which countries the volunteers would have
served and the times, notwithstanding this, when the
projects had already started, the Department took
that decision with no dialogue with the Associations
and just a few days before the scheduled departure.

We had to adapt the accredited selection system to
the on-line mode, revising tests and selection times.
We selected our volunteers among 76 candidates for
our Italy project (3 for Ferrara’s head office and 2 for
Parma’s) and for the projects abroad (Peru,
Madagascar, India, Tanzania, Ukraine). The pandemic
obliged us to postpone the start of the service that
was different according to the situation in the different
countries. The volunteers on the Italy project started
on 25 May, a few White Helmets on 24 June and
others on 16 September.

Such invitation was actually a ban. From the recons
carried out with our partners, we did not detect
dangerous situations that could justify a suspension of
the activities. Besides, as we think we have to manage
the volunteers’ safety, we had asked them to get
vaccinated before leaving.
It was not easy to give explanations, to reassure and
propose alternatives. IBO could just send 2 volunteers
to Iringa (Tanzania) and 2 volunteers to Kitsman
(Ukraine).
In spite of this, on 14 December 2021, the new call for
the volunteers’ selection was published, where IBO
had 10 sites abroad (3 in Peru, 1 in Ecuador, 1 in
Guatemala, 1 in Madagascar, 2 in Romania, 1 in
Tanzania, 1 in Ukraine and 2 in India).
The challenge starts again….

On-line trainig
Even trainings were held on-line with many virtual
classrooms and Zoom platforms, over almost 5
months.
We did our best, but once again we had to face the
frontier closure, the delicate health situation in the
destination countries and the restriction to travels.

The trend over the years
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I stayed in the country as long
as I needed to grow inextricably
fond of our Ukrainian friends.
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EUROPEAN
SOLIDARITY
CORP

ESC

EUROPEAN
SOLIDARITY CORP

VOLUNTEERING IN THE WORLD

In-Country European Volunteers

Volunteering Teams

2021 too, saw F.E.E.D.Volunteering activities realized,
they started in 2019 and were carried out over 2020
and 2021 involving many young people of various
nationalities both in In-Country activities (volunteers
resident in Italy serving in their own territory), and
Cross-Border (volunteers from EU countries welcomed
at IBO’s head office.

Besides individual volunteering, in 2021 we organized
the first short term experiences of Volunteering Teams
(over 15 days) involving 5 volunteers from different
European countries at: Nomadelfia Community
(Grosseto), Saint Leonard of Cutro in cooperation with
WWF of Crotone and at Cona (Ferrara) with the
cooperation of Ali del Vento association.

In June 2021, Angelica and Irene completed their
activities concerning education to global citizenship
and sensitize the youngest to volunteering, through
workshops and events.
Elena started in October and helped carry out the
activities linked to GCE on the territory.

The young could experiment strong experiences of
sharing, interculture and active participation. Not to
mention the development of cross competences like
teamwork, communication, relationship and linguistic
skills. Fundamental characteristics that distinguish
volunteering with European Solidarity Corp

European Cross-Border volunteers
Maya from France and Orsolya from Romania were
Cross-Border volunteers on FEED project. Both
supported IBO in the organization and management
of workcamps carried out during the summer. Maya
also took directly part in education activities with the
In-Country volunteers, while Orsolya supported the
communication activities of the association.
Unfortunately, because of the various restrictions
dictated by the pandemic, we could not organize
the departure of the Italian volunteers to foreign
countries.

THE NEW
La partecipazione
MANCA IL GRAFICO/BOX
dei consiglieri

EUROPEAN
SOLIDARITY
CORP
2021 – 2027

At the beginning I did not realize how
much one can learn from such an
experience but looking back I recognize
how many skills and competences I
acquired during the project, both at a
personal and professional level.

Thanks to the success
of this initiative, the
European Solidarity
Corp goes on, widening
its activities to
contribute to the
distribution of
humanitarian aid to
non-Member countries.
The UE program will be
supported with 1 billion
€ and will enable
270.000 young to take
part in initiatives of
solidarity.

At the beginning I was not fully confident
in my abilities but working as a
volunteer proved I am capable of doing
more than I thought

Orsolya
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VOLUNTEERING

ERASMUS+

ERASMUS+
VOLUNTEERING IN THE WORLD

Leaders of Change
the participants share and implement trainings and
previous experiences, experiment on themselves
and learn how to use educational, learning
evaluation and self-evaluation tools.

“Leaders of Change” activities start again, Project KA1
Erasmus+
for
socio-educational
animators,
coordinated by the Czech association INEX, IBO’s
partner.
The project includes two trainings for youth worker.
Ibo had the opportunity to insert two participants in
every path. In 2021, Bryan and Matteo attended the
training scheduled in Hollókő, Hungary, hosted by the
association Partner Egyesek.

Professional Education
“Professional Education” started in Lisbona in
December, with the kick-off meeting of all partner
associations, an initiative inside Action 2 of Erasmus
program, coordinated by the Hungarian association
Egyesek.

This training is meant for socio-educational animators,
camp leaders, group leaders and trainers, willing to
get in the game to improve their competences on the
themes self-awareness, initiative and responsibility in
leadership.
The participants have the opportunity to think about
their skills, their role as leaders, the motivations
towards their professional path in the field of
education and volunteering.
The path allows to discover a methodology based on
personal development, work on oneself and
teamwork in order to strengthen one’s skills in
coordinating groups of teenagers; it allows to acquire
tools to be able to represent one’s basic values, define
the influence they have on behaviors, relationships
and results that develop in a volunteering project. In
an international context,

The objective of ProfessionalED is to significantly
contribute to the long-term development of youth
work quality. It aims at developing and standardizing
accessible tools and methods that can be transmitted
and applied to new generations of youth workers of
different geographical origins, thus contributing to the
European discussion on socio-educational animation.
The educational curricula that will be defined and
experimented are based on a holistic approach to
individual
development,
as
a
professional
improvement cannot be reached without a personal
development. The curricula are based on a framework
of formal, non-formal and informal education.
The pandemic period led to further challenges for
youth workers: the suspension of many educational
and aggregative activities for the young caused an
increase of job insecurity and economical difficulties
for those working in this professional field, but it
revealed the central role of competent educators to
be able to face the present challenges, even more
urgent in this period when the complexities of teenage increase and call for action.

La partecipazione
MANCA IL GRAFICO/BOX
dei
consiglieri
AN AMBITIOUS
OBJECTIVE
This path aims at
enhancing the
competences and
professionality of young
educators working with
us and improve the
quality of the socioeducational animation
in our local projects. It
will last three years and
we are sure that the
intensive training
program, the research,
analysis and exchange
with the partners will
enrich the daily work
and our educational
offer.

As well as many other associations, IBO is greatly
committed in contributing to the recognition of this
professional role at European level.
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In the days after the war outbreak, in the deafening silence of anguish and fear, the
bright memories of the happy moments lived in Kitsman came to my mind together
with the sound of the toasts we made every time we celebrated together;Daniela asking
me “how are you, princess?”; the way Ivan laughed when we told him we had eaten the
sweet varenikj with mushrooms by mistake.
In that lacerating darkness I thought of Nelia’ kindness, always asking me if I was cold in
my house; of Kristina’s enthusiasm proposing me to have a stroll in the lunch break; of
the last afternoon at the center when Liudmila taught us the word “Mup”: peace, while
we were cutting many paper doves.
It is right from this muddle of thoughts that I started feeling like doing something to
contrast the sense of helplessness and let Kristina, Liudmila, Ivan, Daniela and all the
people we met during these months, know they are not alone, and we will not forget
them. So, we took to the streets that got colored blue and yellow and echoed of the
popular songs of Ukraine. We spent a lot of time on the phone to get organized, on how
to raise funds and make the essential goods arrive in Kitsman.
So, when we were asked if we wanted to continue our Community Service, even if
remotely, if we were willing to move to Ferrara at IBO’s head office to help coordinate
the aids, we did not hesitate a minute, we knew what was the right thing to do.
I consider myself privileged, as many others not only in Italy: I live safely, in good health,
I can study, I have grown up encouraged to follow my dreams and ambitions. I think
that this privileged position involves a great responsibility which is, at the same time, a
luxury: the freedom to chose.
Today more than ever I chose to be on the side of the victims of this conflict, of those
who are obliged to run away from their country devastated by bombing, who lost their
family, friends, someone dear in this conflict.
Because this is a dreadful war, violent, a massacre that kills dreams, as all wars do, and
spreads hatred, resentment that will last even after an armistice.
This war is more frightening to me because it’s the people I love that have to run to the
air-raid shelters, those who dearly welcomed me with patience; because the childhoods
broken by the war monster are the children’s I met at the center.
Even if we seem to be helpless now, we do not forget that everybody can do something
to support the victim populations. No one is too small to make a difference because if it
is true what we do alone is just a drop in the ocean, together we can create a sea of
solidarity.
Agnese

COOPERATION
Educational projects and in the training field in Peru, Tanzania, Romania and Ukraine.
Because education is a right and because every child can dream that everything is
possible.

OUR ENGAGEMENT
AGENDA 2030 FOR A SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

We work to guarantee full prosperous lives, in
harmony with nature, through activities of
formal and non-formal education; with
awareness raising campaigns and exchange of
good practices.

The direct beneficiaries of our projects are 3,620,
among children, boys and girls, families, caregivers,
teachers, animators, social operators; the indirect
beneficiaries are 31,162.
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PEACE
We protect natural resources and
the planet climate for the future
generations, through the training of
the young; the exchange of good
practices and involving young
international volunteers in projects.

We build peace through our development
cooperation
projects;
with
children
sponsorship together with you. Through
activities of extra-school support with daily
centers, universities, training institutions;
supporting children and families with fewer
opportunities; managing daily centers; with
internships in our cooperation and mediation
projects.
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We implement our work to
reach the objective through
solid partnerships.
We are present in 29
communities in 7 countries:
Italy,
Romania,
Ukraine,
Tanzania, Burundi, Peru,
Ecuador. We cooperate with
6
local,
national
and
international institutions, 9
associations, 1 rehabilitation
center, 4 daily centers, 6
educational institutions, 3
cooperatives
and
5
companies.

IBO'S GOALS
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Why we do it

What we do

In 2021, in Romania, 15.3% of
school-age children dropped
out of school. This mainly
happened in rural areas and
among Rom communities.

We promote a quality and
inclusive
education
with
awareness raising actions for
families,
schools,
and
communities,
also
helping
realize permanent learning
structures and facilities.

In Ukraine, in Chernivtsi, a town
with
around
260,000
inhabitants, only 60 students
with disabilities have enrolled
in school (aged 6-18). Many are
the young underage with
disabilities
that
have
no
possibility to access education.
In Tanzania, 7.8 % of the
population have a disability,
about 3 % are school age
children. It is estimated that 80
% live in rural areas with few
opportunities to access a
complete education.
Only 17.7 % of women in
Burundi, even if they represent
80% of the workforce in
agriculture and provide 84 % of
food production, own the
farming land and livestock,
against 62 % of men.
Only 47 % of Ancón, Peru,
population have access to
drinkable water; 48 % have a
draining system and 56,5 % are
connected to the mains.
75 % of Ecuador population
live in rural villages with high
poverty levels. In the provinces
of Cotopaxi, Bolivar, El Oro and
Loja, the risk of social exclusion
is very high for the young.

We enhance the competences
of teachers, educators and
youth animators through new
educational teaching tools and
methods
with
particular
attention
to
non-formal
learning, and the inclusion of
children
with
fewer
opportunities.
We favor employment and
access to a dignified job
through vocational training.

Italian NGOs and
sustainable
development objectives
According to the data in Open
Cooperation’s database, Italian
NGOs engaged in international
cooperation,
focus
the
following objectives:
firstly Quality Education (SDG
4) followed by Gender Equality
(SDG 5), Defeat Poverty (SDG
1), Health and Wellness (SDG
3), Reduce Inequalities (SDG
10) and Defeat Hunger (SDG
2).
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Objective 4: within 2030
4.1 Guarantee every girl and
boy freedom, equity and
quality in completing primary
and
secondary
education,
leading to real and adequate
learning results.
4.3 Guarantee every woman
and man equal access to
technical,
tertiary
and
vocational
education,
economically
advantageous
and of quality.
4.4 Increase the number of
young and adults with specific
competences for employment,
dignified
jobs
and
entrepreneurship.
4.7 Guarantee within 2030,
that all learners acquire the
knowledge and competences
needed
to
promote
a
sustainable development, also
through education leading to a
sustainable development and
life style, to human rights,
gender
equality,
the
promotion of a pacific culture,
global
citizenship
and
enhancement
of
cultural
diversity
and
of
the
contribution of culture to
sustainable development.

INTERNATIONAL

TANZANIA

TANZANIA
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

IBO in Tanzania

The Activities: an Overview

In 2021, IBO continued its engagement in Tanzania
implementing two cooperation projects: “A school for
everybody” sponsored by the Italian Bishop
Conference and with the participation of Iringa
District, as local partner and the project “No one left
behind” sponsored by the Italian Agency for
Cooperation and Development, with Iringa District
and Nyumba A.L.I. as local partners.
The activities were also made possible by the
sponsorship of individuals and companies like Proges
Social Coop. and Siram S.p.a.

What was implemented in 2021 had the purpose to
enhance basic services and favour the inclusion at
school of children with disabilities, in Iringa District:
primary school teachers’ basic training, meetings
with parents/ caregivers, supply of teaching
materials and equipment for students and school
orchards.

Accessibility, Hygiene and awareness raising
Two activities had a strong impact:
·Building or rehabilitation works in 10 primary
schools to improve their accessibility: banisters,
ramps, flooring and removal of obstacles; the
building of new toilets for all students or single
toilets for disable students.

“Living this experience makes it possible
to see, listen to and face stories different
from ours and to open doors we did not
think might exist. 360 degrees view on
reality, understand things otherwise we
would not even notice, trapped by our
ideas, experiences and expectations.

“Disability Awareness
purpose to teach the
contribute to breaking
speaking on the radio,
putting up posters and
theatre shows.

With no haste, Pole Pole, as they say in
Tanzania”.

Campaign” with the
local community and
down cultural barriers,
distributing brochures,
with public events and

Letizia e Camilla

About the project

THE PRIZE

Beneficiaries: 12.400

Prisca Mwaitebele, a
teacher with disability
at Kibaoni primary
school, cooperator in
IBO projects, won the
prize “ FOCSIV
Volunteer from the
South 2021”,
conferred for her
perseverance in
fighting for disable
people, promoting
the right to education
for minors with
disabilities in her
country.

Direct: 2.400
Indirect: 10.000

Partners
Local: Iringa School District , Nyumba
A.L.I.
Others: ARCO, CACSI, UniFe, Ferrara
Municipality, ISAAC Italy, L. Vaccari
Institute, Helpicare by Didacare and La
città Verde coop.

Sponsors
IBC – 8x1000 Catholic Church, AICS –
Italian Agency for Cooperation and
Development, Social Cooperative
PROGES, SIRAM
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INTERNATIONAL

PERU
COOPERATION

PERU

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

MuDan - Mùsica y deporte a favor de los
niños de Villa de Ancòn

The activities: an overview
The building of the centre continued in 2021. It was
the only activity that could be implemented due to
the sanitary emergency, even if more slowly for the
prevention measures adopted.

Inclusion paths for the younger through
sport, music and active citizenship.
The socio-economic effects of Covid-19 pandemic are
still terrible in the North suburbs of Lima, a
background already characterised by a high socioeconomic vulnerability. The younger’s mental health
was dramatically affected by the long period of
isolation, besides the drastic increase of inequalities
led to an increase of domestic and sexual violence.
In this situation, Sagrada Familia Parish’s listening and
reception of the community’s needs was fundamental
for the families.

The first floor of the centre was almost completed
with three rooms, canteen with kitchen annexed,
toilets and some space as deposit and logistics. The
continuing works were a source of hope for the
whole community.
While, the animation activities for the young and the
community could not be implemented because of
the sanitary limitations. During the periods when
Corona virus slowed down, the music course could
be resumed but individually, thank to local experts.
A concert was organised at the end of the school
year, in December, with all the young involved in the
music activities during 2021.

In this context, IBO Italy is building a daily centre to
welcome children after school and offer educational
paths and examples as an alternative to the street
and a contrast to the educational poverty that
surrounds them.
Through the activities proposed by the school, like
sport and music, the children can find the social
relations that were minimal during the 2 years’
lockdown.

ENVIRONMENTAL
DISASTERS

About the project
Beneficiaries: 20.420
Direct: 420
Indirect: 20.000

Partners:
Huary Diocese and Mato Grosso Operation
Others: Sagrada Familia Parish

Sponsors:
IBC – 8x1000 Catholic Church
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On 15 January 2022,
after tidal waves
caused by the
eruption of the
Tonga Tonga
volcano, about
12,000 barrels of oil
spilled into the sea.
This was due to
damage to a tank at
the La Pampilla
refinery in Callao, in
the district of
Ventanilla, some ten
kilometres north of
Lima, owned by the
oil company Repsol.

INTERNATIONAL

ROMANIA

ROMANIA
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

After Covid-19: an educational outreach
programme

The activities: an overview
Over ten months, more than 20,000 meals were
provided in the 4 centres, from Monday to Friday.
The children could have hot lunches and a snack at
about 4pm.

A project planned to meet the new needs created by
the pandemic, promoted by IBO Italy, implemented
with 4 Italo- Romanian partner associations, with the
sponsorship of Banca Intesa San Paolo’s Charity Fund.
The 10 months’ initiative started in November 2020
with the aim to support the activities of the four daily
centres of four municipalities in Romania. Anina in
Caras Severin county in partnership with “Associatia Il
Giocattolo”, Petrosani in Hunedoara county, in
partnership with “Associatia de Voluntariat Casa
Pollicino”, Barnova in Iasi county, in partnership with
“Associatia Lumea Lui Pinocchio”.

Those who could not come to the centres because
they were sick or because of difficulties, received the
meals at home.
Educational activities and homework support were
organised at the centres. With the increase in
contagion, schools were closed and lessons were
online. To face the new needs the centres kept in
touch with the teachers, bought or received the
devices to allow children to attend the on-line
lessons.

The purpose was to inform the poorest families on
how to prevent Covid-19 contagion, to guarantee the
right to food, to education and to rehabilitation care
for the young from extreme poverty situations, at risk
of deviance or disability.
48 meetings were organised in the four centres, with
children, families, teachers, staff and volunteers in
order to inform and prevent the contagion, for a total
of 141 hours’ activity, involving 139 people.
The poorest families were given protection materials
like masks, detergents, gel and soaps.

Children coming from situations of hardship, often
have difficulties in learning and on-line lessons are a
further obstacle. The coaching of teachers and
volunteers was essential for the children not to
abandon school. 153 minors and pre-schoolers
benefited of extra school activities, adapted
according to their age and school level. When the
project ended, the Romanian partner associations
took charge of the activities.

About the project

The project offered new
possibilities to help where most
needed, among the poorest
families.

Beneficiaries: 277
Direct: 153 aged 3 to 18
Indirect: 27 families summing up to
100 people; 27 people (teachers, local
staff and volunteers)

The activities would not have
been possible without the
sponsorship granted.

Partners:
Local: Associatia Lumea Lui Pinocchio;
Associatia Il Giocattolo;
Associatia De Voluntariat Casa
Pollicino; Associatia Il Chicco

Mihai Matache, coordinator of
Panciu Centro Pinocchio

Sponsors:
Bank Charity Fund
Intesa Sanpaolo
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INTERNATIONAL

UKRAINE

UKRAINE
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Inclusive education experiences

Emergency in Ukraine

The pandemic did not stop IBO’s activity in Ukraine.
The on-line course “Inclusive Education Experiences”
started on 9th April, as part of the cooperation project
“Inclusion in Ukraine”, sponsored by Emilia Romagna
region.

Since the start of the war in Ukraine on 24 February
2022, Italy has been supporting the civilians affected
by the war, sending materials, raising money and
hosting refugees.
First aid materials were collected together with ItalyUkraine association (Bologna) and Dobri Liubi
Bukovunu of Kitsman, the support of NORD BUK
transport company, with the mediation of “Italian
parquet” company of Rome with their head office in
Ukraine in Cernivci. Essential was the support of
Carpi and Copparo municipalities as well as “Porta
Aperta” association of Modena.

The objective was to contribute to the school and
social inclusion of minors with disabilities in the
Ukrainian region of Chernivtsi.
The training organised included a series of video
conferences from April to October 2021. The lecturers
were Italian teachers with a longstanding experience
with disable students. Their cooperation was possible
thanks to Ferrara C.T.S, Ferrara IC6 Cosmé Tura a
project partner and U.O. School Integration of Ferrara
Municipality.

Thanks to the “Inclusion in Ukraine” project we could
cover the costs to transport the aids collected in
Italy and to buy goods locally.
IBO Italy is still supporting the Ukrainian population
affected by the conflict thanks to the project
“HelpUkraine- an aid to the Ukrainians escaping
from the war”, sponsored by Emilia Romagna
Region, implemented with AVSI, Italy-Ukraine
Association (Bologna) and DobriLiubi Bukovunu of
Kitsman that enables to buy food, medicines, first
reception goods and power generators locally and
to send what cannot be bought in the country.

The beneficiaries of the course were teachers,
university students, operators and parents interested
in an exchange of experiences and in deepening the
school inclusion theme.

THE
BEGINNING OF
THE WAR

About the project
Beneficiaries: 1561

“Yesterday morning,
people living far from
Kiev told me that
they were fine,
because they were
far from the borders
and military points.
However, they had
contact with
someone who lived
close to the military
targets and had seen
the windows of their
house explode as a
result of the attacks."

Direct: 523
Indirect: 1038

Partners:
Dzvinochok Rehabilitation Centre
(Campanellino); Kitsman Dobri Liubi
Bukovunu Association; Yuriy
Fedkoviych Univeristy; School nr.24;
Association 'Special among us';
Municipality of Ferrara; I.C. 6 'Cosmè
Tura'; Italy-Ukraine Association; CTS
Ferrara; I.C. Vergani - Navarra Ferrara

Sponsors:
Region of Emilia-Romagna
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Federica Gruppioni,
project manager, IBO
Italia

My name is Elena, at the age of 34, I was pleased to be on IBO’s “Time to Care” project
for 6 months. The project was packed with activities, events (even historic), people,
novelties; for this reason, it is difficult for me to summarise it in a few lines.
Since the start I had the impression it would be challenging and full of dynamics,
different from those I had faced before.
When the training started, I immediately understood I really wanted to face this
experience: get to know an NGO from the inside (we hear the term, but we know very
little of it), adopt new methods of work, remotely cooperate with young people from all
over Italy, of different ages and paths, engage in completely new activities, address
issues I had never dealt with so closely.
The activities, the people I cooperated with, the methods of work were various. Week
after week, little by little I got to know IBO Italy, its work, dynamics, characteristics. It was
a slow process of reciprocal knowledge, both for the kind of project – mostly dealt online-, and for other aspects I cannot explain in words. Because of some difficulties in the
organisation, I had to face new challenges: how to deal with partners from far away and
with a different way of thinking. How to coordinate work-groups, and enhance the
feeling of belonging and cooperation of people who never met each other, nor faced a
shared path.
Thanks to “Time to Care”, I got involved in finding solutions. This helped me (even if I’m
34) to grow professionally and as a person.
Another aspect I really appreciated: I met new people, new personalities, each of them
was a great enrichment for me.
Would I apply again?
Sure, as now I’m even more convinced that some experiences are worth living, it cannot
be explained in words.
Elena

ENGAGEMENT IN ITALY
Paths to help the young grow involved in volunteering and offer new opportunities, with special
attention to situation of discomfort and social exclusion.

OUR ENGAGEMENT
AGENDA 2030 FOR A SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

We work to guarantee full, prosperous lives
in harmony with nature, through formal
and non-formal education activities;
awareness raising campaigns, local,
national and international volunteering and
exchange of good practices.

Our EGC (education for global citizenship) activities
involve children, the young, families, individuals,
schools, educational institutions, students, teachers,
educators, animators, parishes, centres and groups of
young people and companies.
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PEACE
We protect natural resources and
climate for future generations
training the young; through the
exchange of good practices and
involving the young in social and
environmental volunteering.

We build peace through volunteering,
engagement, participation and active
citizenship. With awareness raising
campaigns, participation good practices,
inclusive opportunities of international,
volunteering, trainings, information and
awareness raising to involve citizens in the
fight against poverty and socio-economic
inequalities.
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We implement our work
towards objectives through
solid partnerships.
We organize workshops with
schools,
educational
institutions, groups of young
people. We promote awareness
raising campaigns to safeguard
rights and the promotion of
sustainability, besides civics
courses, law, development, in
cooperation
with
other
associations and national and
international cooperatives.

IBO'S GOALS
ENGAGEMENT IN ITALY

Why we do it

What we do

In the last three years, about
two thirds of the Italian
population, 62.3 %, have
followed
responsible
consumption practices.
The number of those who
supported fair trade went down
in.
2020:
33.8
%,
the
percentage of those who went
on
responsible
travels
increased: 9.4, the same for
those who did their shopping
through a Solidarity Purchasing
Group: 12.3.
Unchanged the number of
those who adopted shopping
choices
according
to
the
sobriety principle: 51.8 %, in
2020. (Data by the Observatory
for
social
cohesion
and
inclusion (Ocis). Biennial Survey
on responsible consumption in
Italy).

We promote active citizenship
and participation. We spread
the values of volunteering and
engagement in favour of one’s
community,
through
awareness raising campaigns
and
participation
good
practices.
We help understand the
causes of the growing socioeconomic imbalances and the
impact of one’s choices on
global phenomena.

According to the latest ISTAT
data, 9 % of the population
engage on voluntary work for a
total of 5,500,000 people. In
Italy it is mainly those over 55
that offer their time and
experience for the causes they
believe in.
The participation of Italian
adults to activities of formal
and
non-formal
training,
remained stable between 2018
and 2019: 8.1 % aged 25-64,
were involved in at least a
training activity during the last
4 weeks.

We
promote
training,
information and awareness to
involve citizens in the fight
against poverty and socioeconomic imbalances.
We involve the young, inside
and
outside
school,
in
awareness raising activities.
We offer moments of reflexion
to help understand diversity is
a value.
We
promote
respect
for
people and the environment in
a context of justice, peace and
law.
We reflect on coherence in
one’s daily choices. Propose
paths of Education to Global
Citizenship in schools and
other contexts.
We are part of national and
international networks and
look for new national and
international cooperation.

In Italy, in 2019, the Non-profit
organisations were 362,643
with 861,919 staff members.
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Objective 16: by 2030
16.3 Promote the rule of law
at national and international
level and guarantee equal
access
to
justice
for
everybody.
16.7 Guarantee a responsible
decision process, open to
everybody, participatory and
representative at all levels.

Fare rete premia
The report about the Third
Sector
and
sustainable
development objectives (Third
Sector Forum 2021) highlights
that
the
third
sector
associations use a networking
approach, they have a more
structured presence in their
territory and offer major
services, almost all drivers of
sustainable development. The
report shows that le activities
registered by ISTAT and those
carried out by the third sector
can be overlapped.

EDUCATION

TO GLOBAL
CITIZENSHIP

ENGAGEMENT IN ITALY

Living actively thinking about the future:
the young’s active citizenship

A mural for IBO House

The main objective of the project sponsored by Emilia
Romagna Region was to involve teenagers in actions
promoting active citizenship in order to encourage
them to participate in their local reality. The various
actions took place in the provinces of Parma, Ferrara,
Modena, involving local groups and a dense territorial
network.

The initiative involved the students of class 5B of
Dosso Dossi Artistic High School, guided by the
teachers Elena Idone and Elisa Leonini. A strategy to
combine the school’s and associations’ worlds in a
creative synergy. A collective work, blending with the
environment, according to the Objectives of
Sustainable Development of Agenda 2030.

The pandemic made it difficult to involve teenagers
and groups like Scouts, parish groups that were slowly
restarting their activities in the Spring 2021. Our
actions were adapted to this situation and the real
possibility to implement activities with young people.

The project stages
1. The students were informed about Education to
Global Citizenship themes;
2. The young students tried techniques of paper
recycling in a workshop guided by Violetta Allodi;
3. Every student prepared a sketch of the mural;
4. IBO Italy’s staff selected the most suitable
drawing;
5. The work was made by the whole class, in the
garden of our head office in Ferrara, Boschetto st.,
from 1 to 4 June.

Anyway, thanks to the feedbacks, we detected a great
need to socialize for this age-range deeply affected
by the indirect effects of the pandemic.
Thanks to the project, the young aged 12-17 could
take part in volunteering experiences in their territory
but also abroad.
This helped the beneficiaries acquire cross
competences as: independence, taking responsibility,
self-awareness, relationship and language skills.

La partecipazione dei consiglieri

The project figures
Living actively thinking of the future

THE PRE-FESTIVAL
In preparation for
the 2nd Mission
Festival, we
coordinated the
training activities of
youth groups from
around the world.
We met periodically
and worked together
from November '21
to July '22 to
produce, exchange
and tell stories. As a
common thread for
the meetings:
the 2030 Agenda.

71 teenagers
taking part in workshops

30 teenagers
taking part in exchange workcamps and
volunteering

24 educators and camp leaders
Professional educators aged 24-35,
working with teenagers
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PARTICIPATION
ENGAGEMENT IN ITALY

Community "Parcofficina"
The objective was to design 4 creative multimedia
facilities according to one of the 4 proposed
Sustainable Development Objectives: SDG3 Health
and Wellness, SDG Gender Equality, SDG 13 Fight
Against Climate Change, SDG17 Partnership. Every
participant attended 8 meetings and around 40
hours’ training and planning.

IBO Italy cooperated in the implementation of the
participative path planned by the project “ParcOfficina
di Comunità” that concerned the green area called
Parco del Naviglio in Saint Leonard neighbourhood in
Parma.
We engaged in the requalification of Naviglio Parc
with Parma municipality, through co-designed
projects as a first step towards the planning of a
multifunctional place to be used all day long, offering
services to the person, sport, recreational, sociocultural activities in addition to the ones already
existing.

An Objective Parc, a Sustainable Summer
The project was sponsored by Parma municipality with
the call “Avviso Pubblico Volontariamente”
In the summer 2021, IBO ITALY-ODV ETS proposed 4
days’ activities in North Parc, aiming at promoting the
rights and active citizenship through an intercultural
and inter-generation proposal.

The project “ParcOfficina di Comunità” was submitted
by Parma municipality to the “Call 2020” for
contributions to support participation processes,
sponsored by Emilia Romagna Region.

A digital workshop centred on a “Passport for
Sustainable Development”, a living library on
prejudice, stereotypes and discriminations, a
workshop on creative re-use and recycling and
theatre sessions took place every day.

Parma 2030: a sustainable town
This was one of the winning projects of the call:
“Imprese Creative Driven”, launched by Parma
municipality, and by the Committee for Parma 2020.
The initiative, co-planned by IBO Italy and Chiesi
Pharmaceutical, involved 54 employees in an
experience of team building.

All activities were implemented in cooperation with
Youth Centre-Casa nel Parco- La scuola del fare,
Officine On/Off and Parma FabLab Eidé Cooperative
and Kwa Dunia Association.

La partecipazione deiNADART:
consiglieri
IBO

TUESDAY ON
THE AGENDA:
TARGET 2030

ITALIA'S FIRST
CHARITY SHOP
The shop was hosted
at the AOT ArteOltreTorrente
Gallery in Parma.
From November to
January,
unique and original
works by several
young artists and
craftsmen from the
territory were
exhibited.
In addition, 2
contemporary art
exhibitions were
hosted.

A theoreticalpractical course,
co-designed by
IBO Italy and La
Scuola del Fare,
on sustainability,
to explore the
SDG's of the
2030 Agenda
through
testimonies,
games and
workshops.
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TIME TO CARE
ENGAGEMENT IN ITALY

Volunteer services at home
In the last two years, IBO Italy tried to meet the new
needs emerged with Covid-19 pandemic. During the
first lockdown, IBO contacted hospitals and social
realities in Emilia Romagna region, in need of support,
then we offered free of charge babysitting to doctors
and nurses working in Covid hospital wards.
As the pandemic continued spreading, we offered the
same service at national level with the objective to
make life easier for not self-sufficient people, mainly
the ones in quarantine, the elderly, the disable or with
pathologies, obliged to remain inside their homes to
avoid contagion. Many were the people who could
not go shopping, buy medicines, go to the hospital or
activate the SPID or the electronic sanitary file. Thanks
to 73 operators in “Time to Care” project submitted
with FOCSIV network, sponsored by the Department
for Family’s policies and the Universal Community
Service, with the Third Sector Forum, we started
Sportamiacasa.it in 15 towns, a website planned to
help people alone, isolated or ill. The volunteers
scheduled the home services that could meet primary
needs and the institutions offering them.
From October 2021 To May 2022, the volunteers
made Sportamiacasa website available at national
level, found volunteers for other third sector
associations through an online forum; promoted
Sportamiacasa website on websites and social
networks belonging to different networks and to local
CDVs;

involved young people in home services organised by
different associations; involved volunteers in the
initiative “a packet for Solidarity” in November and
December 2020, to contact shops and then wrap gifts
inside the shops to raise money.

Two digital devices made to help
Sportamiacasa.it is a website offering the possibility to
register with associations that provide home services
and for not self-sufficient people or for caregivers, to
see the available services on the online map.
IBOMIaiuta, an app realised by MIAIUTA Srl, offers not
self-sufficient people or those in charge, the
opportunity to ask for a home service and meet with
the volunteers available for these services. All this with
no charge.

La partecipazione THE
dei IBOMIAIUTA
consiglieri

Stakeholders involved in the project

MiAiuta Srl is an
innovative startup
that has developed,
with the support of
Impronta Group Srl,
an innovative IT
service to support
third sector
operators. With this
project MiAiuta Srl
won 'Startup for
Milan 2020'
promoted by the
Municipality of Milan;
the call for proposals
to find strategies to
adapt to the crisis
Covid 19.

451 third sector associations

APPLICATION

(Municipalities, Territorial Poles,
Informagiovani, Volunteer Service Centres)

24 groups of young people
(scout groups, parish groups, classes)

152 volunteers

7.535 direct beneficiaries
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I - CAR
ENGAGEMENT IN ITALY

An equipped van for Carmela

Solidarity is a concrete act

With the worsening of social conditions in the last two
years due to the pandemic, we saw the needs were
many even around us, in Italy.

The car used to transport her was not suitable
anymore. It was equipped with a system to lift her
and place her on the front passenger seat. This
system installed when she could move her arms and
torso a little, had now become risky as there was little
space to let her in and no support for her head.

Without forgetting those living in the South of the
world, we decided to concentrate some of our efforts
on a project for our town: to buy an equipped van to
give a big family, whose mum had been obliged to
stay in bed for years by a genetic disease that struck
her in 2002. Her name is Carmela.

3 people were needed to put her in or out of the car,
but always at a great risk, in fact in 2019 she broke
her leg falling during this transport. The family
needed an equipped van to guarantee Carmela more
comfort and safety.

She was already a mum of four, when Multiple
Sclerosis affected Carmela’s body little by little, not
allowing her to walk and then to simply move. At the
beginning the decline was slow, but in the last 6 years,
Carmela lost the possibility to talk, eat and move her
body, but for her eyes.

To this aim with many initiatives during 2021 involving
1,300 people, we could buy a new van: a Ford
Custom Combi Trend and Carmela could go on her
first trip in the van on 11 April 2022.
A warm thank you to all those who contributed to it.

Carmela who is 56 today, had worked with deaf
children as logopaedist and kindergarten teacher.
She was really active in the parish as catechists and
choir director. She loved singing and playing the
guitar, besides going trekking in the mountain.

La partecipazione dei consiglieri

The campaign figures

THE PULMINE
The Ford Custom
Combi Trend van is
equipped with a
wheelchair lift as well
as an interior seating
arrangement that
allows the wheelchair
to be locked during
travel and the
accompaniment of a
person at Carmela's
side, allowing her to
travel in the company
of her family.

26.310 € collected

1.314 supporters

Delivery on 11 April
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COMMUNICATION
Witnesses, voices, sounds and images to tell about concrete actions, every day’s engagement of
hundreds of people. We live the real and virtual worlds to convey our message of hope, peace and
solidarity.

COMMUNICATION
ENGAGEMENT IN ITALY

Remain IBO, changing clothes
2021 was a year of great change. The time everybody
spent on the internet increased incredibly, an average
of 7 hours a day. Meetings were held online. Online
events were more and more frequent and even online
lessons were a common habit. This was like a new
world we wanted to live in, with awareness and
professionalism.

1400 subscriptions to the newsletter | 21 institutional
NL sent | 18 Press releases | 30 Articles on daily
newspapers, magazines and websites at national and
local level | 15 articles on our website| 1 TV
appearance | 1 radio interview | 4 awareness-raising
events | 250 copies of 2020 Social Report

Facebook went on growing

In 2021, IBO’s communication tried to understand and
reflect the whole change.

12.500

Our official website and sponsorship platform
changed style; trainings for the volunteers were held
online as well as awarenss-raising meetings. We
focused on images, videos and sound with podcasts
that are still attractive. But we did not forget our
identity nor that our simple and clear approach to the
person and action is the focus.

10.000
7.500
5.000
2.500
0

2019

2020

2021

“Likes” on Facebook page @IBO Italia
2019: 10.985 | 2020: 11.296 | 2021: 11.521

2021 figures

Does Instagram speak more to the young?

Website (www.iboitalia.org): 65.921 sessions | 47.388
users | Site (dona-iboitalia.org): 947 | 415 users|
Facebook Page 11.521 Likes | 386 Posts | Instagram
Profile 2300 Followers | 112 Posts LinkedIn | 197
YouTube subscriptions with 300 hours’ vision |

2.500
2.000
1.500

La partecipazione dei consiglieri
VIDEO TO

1.000

TELL

500

Subscribing to our
YouTube channel
(@Iboitalia) is free.

0

2019

2020

Instagram profile @ibo_italia followers
2019: 1.745 | 2020: 1.967 | 2021: 2.300

With one click you
can stay informed
about the content
we publish every
month. Video
interviews from our
projects, webinars,
insights and simple
sharing of
volunteers at work,
to get a closer look
at what we do.

Our public
People aged between 18 and 24 use:
- 75% Instagram
- 76% Facebook
- 90% YouTube
People aged between 25 and 30 use:
- 57% Instagram
- 84% Facebook
- 93% YouTube
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HOW TO SUPPORT US
PRIVATES

Single Donation

Regular Donation
Support a project monthly. You can write us for
some advice or for more information about our
active initiatives. If you want to use SEPA direct
debit, write to info@iboitalia.org

Look for our projects and campaigns to
sponsor. On-line with Credit Card or
PayPal on: dona-iboitalia.org
Bank transfer, IBAN:
IT53R0707213001000000163364 Bic/Swift:
ICRAITRRTS0
In the name of: IBO ITALIA - ODV-ETS
IBO Italia, Via Boschetto 1 – 44124
Ferrara

Child Sponsorship
Guarantee education, meals and a lot of love to a
child of Pinocchio Centre (Panciu, Romania).
To activate your support:
ermelinda.pittelli@iboitalia.org | 377 9937529

Payment into Postal Current Account
n°11817442

Legacy
Remembering IBO in your will, you can give hope and
a future, supporting the young.

At the national Head office in Ferrara
or contacting the nearest Local
Group representative.

For information:
ermelinda.pittelli@iboitalia.org | 377 9937529.

Become a member

5x1000

Friend member € 20*
Participating member € 50*
Supporter € 70*
Plus Supporter € 100*

Chose IBO Italia in your tax declaration.
C.F: 90500750154

You can pay the *Annual Fee at the IBO offices, by
Bank/Postal Transfer or Online by credit card.

La partecipazione dei
consiglieri
EMERGENCY IN

OFFER
IBO ITALIA
YOUR 5X1000

UKRAINE OUR
ENGAGEMENT
Help us to support
families.

We have been
transparent, concrete
and passionate for
65 years!
We fight every day
for a world where
education is
everybody’s right.
We work every day
to build a society that
is supportive and
responsible towards
people and the
planet.

Your donation will be
used to buy what is
necessary for the
survival of children,
women and civilians
fleeing from war.
On-line with Credit
Card or PayPal on
dona-iboitalia.org

C.F. 90500750154
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HOW TO SUPPORT US
COMPANIES

Responsible companies

What we can do together

IBO acknowledges the importance and value of a
Corporate Social Responsibility: the companies
having a positive impact on collectivity better face
today’s challenges.

Involving the staff
Together, we can plan a proposal for corporate
volunteering, for your staff and collaborators.
Corporate welfare for the staff
Welfare proposals for the staff and collaborators’
children through our wrkcamp network in Italy and
abroad during summer months.

Our dialogue with the economic world fits into the
framework of Agenda 2030 for a Sustainable
Development, with particular reference to the
objectives related to quality education, reduction
of inequalities and promotion of peace, justice and
solid institutions.

Sponsoring events and campaigns
You can sponsor an event supporting one of IBO
Italy’s social projects and build the communication
campaign together with us.

How to support us
Donations | Donations of goods and services
Join the companies that decide to stand with us and
invest in the future.

Christmas: corporate solidarity
Make a valuable choice for Christmas: give your
clients, suppliers, staff and collaborators IBO Italy’s
supportive baskets with biological products, Made
in Italy.

Every year, regular and occasional donations allow
our association to guarantee the fundamental right to
education to hundreds of children and teenagers and
to offer trainings to thousands of young people with
fewer opportunities.
Your company too can stand by our side with a
donation. We will guarantee a regular update on the
activities besides a tax receipt of the payment to take
advantage of tax benefits.

How we invest your money
La trasparenza che fa la differenza!

“An individual plan was made,
normally precluded in a workplace,
showing me how even background
thoughts are actually relevant and
transmissible, besides being useful.
It reminded me I belong to a
company with a holistic vision,
really interested in sustainability”
Chiesi Collaborator, Parma 2030
project: a sustainable town

90,4% to support activities and projects locally
9,6% cover general expenditures (management,
fund raising and communication)
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CONTACTS
IBO ITALIA | YOU CAN BECOME VOLUNTEER

Honorary President

Work Camps

Padre Angelo Marcandella
padre.angelo@iboitalia.org

Sabina Marchetti
info@iboitalia.org

President

UCS, PC, ECS

Alberto Osti
alberto.osti@iboitalia.org

Elisa Squarzoni
elisa.squarzoni@iboitalia.org

Director

UCS, PC, ECS

Dino Montanari
dino.montanari@iboitalia.org

Gianluca Bellotto
gianluca.bellotto@iboitalia.org

Administration

Erasmus + and EGC

Cristina Montanari
segreteria@iboitalia.org

Ilaria Persanti
ilaria.persanti@iboitalia.org

Administration

Work Camps and EGC

Laura Palliggiano
laura.palliggiano@iboitalia.org

Chiara Picchioni
chiara.picchioni@iboitalia.org

La partecipazione dei consiglieri
National Head office
Ferrara

Branch Office
Parma

CASA IBO

c/o Officine On/Off

ADDRESS
Via Boschetto 1
44124 Ferrara

ADDRESS
Str. Naviglio Alto 4/1
43122 Parma

Phone number:
0532 096509

Phone number:
377 9937529

E-mail:
info@iboitalia.org

E-mail:
parma@iboitalia.org
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Tanzania | Ukraine | Romania

Expatriate Romania

Federica Gruppioni
federica.gruppioni@iboitalia.org

Benedetta Campia
benedetta.campia@iboitalia.org

Expatriate Tanzania

Fund Raising e Communication

Paola Ghezzi
paola.ghezzi@iboitalia.org

Ermelinda Pittelli
ermelinda.pittelli@iboitalia.org

Peru

Communication

Sonia Santucci
sonia.santucci@iboitalia.org

Chiara Cocconcelli
chiara.cocconcelli@iboitalia.org

Expatriate Peru

Logistics IBO House

Elisabetta Casarini
elisabetta.casarini@iboitalia.org

Demba Vieux
demba.vieye@iboitalia.org

Romania

Logistics IBO House

Letizia Sabba
letizia.sabba@iboitalia.org

Marco Orlandi
marco.orlandi@iboitalia.org

La partecipazione dei consiglieri
Branch Office
Lima, Peru

Branch Office
Iringa, Tanzania

Address:
Av. A. Tirado 158 Santa Beatriz, Lima

Address:
P.O. Box 2495 Gangilonga, Iringa
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FOLLOW US
IBO ITALIA | YOU CAN BECOME A VOLUNTEER

www.iboitalia.org

www.iboitalia.eu

@iboitalia on Facebook

@ibo_italia on Instagram

@iboitalia on LinkedIn

@iboitalia on Youtube

To donate
www.dona-iboitalia.org
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CONCLUSIONS
IBO ITALIA | YOU CAN BECOME A VOLUNTEER

Here we are, once more, to draw the conclusions of a year just finished.
2021 should have been the year of revival, of the return to normal after an awful 2020.
In a certain way it was a positive year, for example considering the economic aspect as
we did not record losses, but only through the use of layoffs for almost all the staff, even
if to a lesser extent than the previous year. The restart of the many activities blocked in
2020 because of the pandemic, partly contributed to raise the volume of the financial
movements to pre-pandemic levels. As to the other aspects, they were not positive.
Even if recovering, the volunteers’ participation to summer activities was not great, not
as we expected.
From 2022 data unfortunately, this trend seems to persist mainly considering the
youngest’s participation. Even the long-term volunteering, the Community Service in the
first place, was deeply affected. Many projects were cancelled, and others had to be
modified.
The projects in Tanzania, Romania and Peru started again (even if they never stopped
thanks to the willingness of the volunteers to remain there). After many years, we
started a new income generating activities project in Burundi in favor of women.
Peculiar the situation in Ukraine, where we had had projects for a long time. All activities
were cancelled and programs transformed into emergency interventions: sending
material and economic support to face immediate needs and the waves of refugees in
the areas where we were operating.
Lights and shadows on the near future, threatened by an uncertain international
situation that after the outbreak of war in Ukraine, is crumbling because of the tug of
war between the biggest world powers. The world seems to plunge again into a cold
war. Our role, as in the past, will be, little by little, to mend the human fabric so
dangerously torn by the conflict and build the base of a culture of encounters and
peace.
We are therefore getting ready for a new uncertain year, burdened by the dregs of an
unusual two-year period that has deeply marked our lives.
Threatening clouds at the horizon, but let’s not forget that behind them the sun is ready
to come out and wipe them away.

DINO MONTANARI
Director of IBO Italia - ODV-ETS
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